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Abstract

A systematic comparison is presented about the separation tasks of azeotropic and close-boiling mixtures applying batch extractive distil-
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ation (BED) in rectifier. All the eight possible mixture types with at most a single azeotrope (minimum and maximum boiling az
ith heavy, light, and intermediate boiling entrainers; and close boiling mixtures with heavy and light entrainers) are compared.

esults of the feasibility studies on the hitherto unpublished cases are presented. All the cases are feasible in batch rectifier, app
he operation steps are determined by the relative position of the azeotropic composition and entrainer in bubble point ranking

imiting parameters (F/V,N,Epremix) are also determined by the mentioned relative position; only the existence of maximum number o
n the rectifying section is determined by the type of the azeotrope.

Use of residue curves maps (RCMs) for predicting feasibility is not generally satisfactory, but profiles maps can be used instead
nly thetotal refluxcase can be misleading, and should be treated with great care.
The theoretical results of separation variants applying intermediate boiling entrainer were proved experimentally.
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. Introduction

Distillation is one of the most widespread separation pro-
esses in the chemical industries. Batch distillation is pre-
erred in pharmaceutical and in fine-chemical industries,
here either the mixture to be separated is given in small
mount, or the charge composition of the mixture fluctuates,
r high purity materials must be produced.

Azeotropic mixtures cannot be separated with conven-
ional distillation, and separation of low relative volatility
ixtures (having relative volatility near to unity) is also a
ard task with conventional distillation. To separate such
ixtures with distillation, the relative volatility has to be
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modified somehow. Extractive distillation is one of the m
efficient ways for this purpose. In extractive distillation,
additional component (entrainer) is fed to the distilla
equipment. Only high boiling solvent was used for a l
time, as entrainer in extractive distillation[1]. A separa
tion scheme with light entrainer was also published, and
process was referred to as reverse extractive distillatio
Hunek et al.[2]. Laroche et al.[3] studied separation of mi
imum boiling azeotropes with heavy, intermediate boil
and light entrainers, as well, and called all the three c
extractive distillation, independently of the volatility orde

Only batch and extractive batch distillation processe
discussed in this article, and only in the spirit of feasibility.
the separation processes with continuous entrainer fe
will be called ‘batch extractive distillation’ (BED). In BED
the mixture to be separated (A + B) is charged into the
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Fig. 1. Schematic draw of: (a) BED configuration, (b) SBD configuration, and (c) the conventional middle-vessel column configuration.

whereas entrainer (E) is fed continuously, during the process,
to the column or to the pot (seeFig. 1a); therefore, this process
has a semi-batch or semi-continuous character. The chosen
entrainer can be applied in genuine batch mode, as well, to
modify the relative volatility in the mixture. In this latter
case, the entrainer is added to the mixture to be separated
at the beginning of the process. This kind of separation will
be called ‘solvent-enhanced batch distillation’ (SBD), in the
spirit of [4] (seeFig. 1b). In all the studied cases, the mixture
(either azeotropic or close-boiling) to be separated and the
chosen entrainer together constitute a homogeneous system.
For the entrainer selection rules in batch separation processes,
see, e.g.[5].

SBD process can be performed either in rectifier, e.g.[6,7],
or in inverted column, e.g.[8], or in middle-vessel column
[9–13]. BED can also be performed in all these three configu-
rations. Separation processes in rectifier[4,14–22], in stripper
[16], and in middle-vessel column[23–25] have also been
studied.

The most commonly applied configuration is the recti-
fier. Controlling a batch rectifier is less complex task than
controlling a stripper. Heavy impurities that usually exist

in real systems, and the products of degradations, are con-
centrated in the bottom, leading to difficulty in produc-
ing pure products in batch stripper. There are still a lot
of open questions about application of middle-vessel col-
umn, although more and more researchers study this topic.
Low and Sorensen[26], for example, published that the
classical middle-vessel column configuration for the ace-
tone/methanol/water system is less energy-efficient than sep-
aration in a batch rectifier. In the classical configuration (see
Fig. 1c), the middle vessel acts as a stage of the column with
a significant hold-up. Only the industrially most important
configuration, i.e. batch rectifier, is discussed in the present
article.

BED in rectifier has come to the center of interest in the last
decade (seeTable 1). Lang et al.[14] deals with separation
of minimum boiling azeotrope, and with that of low rela-
tive volatility mixture, in batch rectifier with feeding heavy
entrainer (I and II) continuously to the column. BED for
separating minimum boiling azeotrope has also been studied
with heavy entrainer (II)[14,15,19], with intermediate boil-
ing entrainer (III)[22], and with light entrainer (IV)[16,20].
BED for separating maximum boiling azeotrope with heavy

Table 1
Summary of the possible systems for the thorough study

L

I
e

m

H

Minimum boiling
azeotrope

ight entrainer
IV
S: 1.0-2
[16,20]

ntermediate boiling
ntrainer

III
S: 1.0-1b
[22]

eavy entrainer
II
S: 1.0-1a
[14,15,19]
Maximum boiling
azeotrope

Close boiling
mixture

VII VIII
S: 1.0-1a S: 0.0-1
First studied here First studied here

VI
S: 1.0-1b Meaningless syste
[4]

V I
S: 1.0-2 S: 0.0-1
[17,18] [14]



entrainer (V)[17,18], and with intermediate boiling entrainer
(VI) [4], has been published as well.

Although there are a lot of articles published on partic-
ular BED variants, not any comprehensive article has yet
been published about it, or one that systematically com-
pares separation of the different mixture types. However,
this comparison is useful for recognizing the most important
properties of these processes from the viewpoint of design.
Our team has performed this comparison, and also studied
some missing cases to obtain a complete image. For studying
the reliability of the feasibility study, some experiments were
also performed during the research.

This article has two main aims. First of all, it presents the
main results of the feasibility studies for the missing cases,
and of the experiments, as well. Second, it presents a sys-
tematic comparison of the considered processes according to
the properties of the material system, the steps of the feasible
separation process, the existence of limiting flows and other
limiting parameters, as well as the applicability of different
feasibility methodologies. It will turn out that the processes
can be sorted into two main classes according to the volatility
order of the azeotrope and the entrainer, and these classes can
be attributed with separation steps and existence of limiting
flows.
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operation time can also be estimated with the applied model.
The models applied in feasibility studies usually contain a
set of simplifying assumptions, e.g. constant molar overflow,
theoretical stages, negligible hold-up on the stages, constant
pressure in the column, etc.

The separation is called feasible by definition if starting
from the initial still composition, such state of the column
can be reached with which the specified product purity can be
produced even if for a very short time only. The column state
is given by the composition profile. Both the still composition
and the distillate composition lay on the composition profile
of the column; therefore, calculation of composition profiles
is a possible method for the studies. BED has a batch (semi-
batch or fed-batch) character; therefore, the still composition
should change in time. Recovery of the components, besides
product composition, is also an important point of view in
practice. The specified product purity should be maintained
for a longer time in order to achieve reasonable recovery. It
follows that both prediction of the still path (movement of
the still composition) and calculation of different possible
composition profiles are necessary for assessing feasibility.
Thus, two kinds of feasibility can be distinguished during the
feasibility study:

• Marginal feasibility: The specified distillate can be pro-
duced at least for a moment. This is more exactly defined
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. Considered mixture types

The ternary mixtures formed by the binary mixture to
eparated together with the applied entrainer can be clas
ccording to several criteria. The number and type (m
um/maximum boiling) of azeotropes in the mixture as w
s the volatility of the components can be taken into
ideration. Our team has studied those ternary mixture
ontain no more than one homogeneous azeotrope, a
iquid–liquid phase split.

The two azeotrope types (minimum and maximum b
ng) combined with the three possible entrainer posit
light, intermediate boiling, and heavy) in ternary syste
ive rise to six different cases. There are two additional c

or separating low relative volatility mixtures. Separation
low relative volatility binary mixture with heavy and w

ight entrainer is feasible, but its separation with intermed
oiling entrainer is meaningless. These are altogether
I–VIII) different cases of BED that can be distinguish
nd studied (seeTable 1). The codes, S: 0.0-1, S: 1.0-
: 1.0-1b, and S: 1.0-2, in this table stand for classifying
tudied mixtures according to[27,28].

. Feasibility methods

The aim of a feasibility method is to quickly and relia
redict the possible product compositions, and to deter

he necessary operation steps. Besides these targets,
e advantageous if the recovery of the components and/
t

by the existence of at least one column state connec
still composition, reachable from the initial charge co
position, to the specified product composition. Existe
of such a column state may be associated to a single
composition only. As the still composition changes, it m
at once be shifted to a point that cannot be connected
specified distillate composition. Thus, existence of su
single column state is a necessary condition, but is n
guarantee for a longer producibility of the specified di
late and acceptable recovery ratio.
Practical feasibility: The specified distillate can be p
duced with a considerable recovery. This is more exa
defined by the existence of a contiguous region of po
reachable from the initial still, all being still compositio
that can be connected to the specified distillate com
tion by an appropriate column state. This region is ca
‘feasible region’ (FR). How wide FR should be depe
on what recovery ratio is to be achieved; this is not w
defined generally, but is up to the discretion of the engin
The process is practically feasible if: (1) it is margina
feasible and (2) the still composition can be kept in
FR during the process. The second condition means
the still can be governed toward compositions of sm
mole fraction in the main component, and thus achie
its greater recovery.

In this article, only those processes are called feasible
re practically feasible.

Residue curves maps (RCMs) and profiles maps are e
ively used in the literature for investigating batch and
atch distillation processes. RCMs are generally use



studying SBD. This method is based on the fact that the
residue curves, calculated with Eq.(1) describing the move-
ment of the still composition during single-stage (simple)
batch distillation[29], almost coincide with the rectifying
profiles at high reflux ratio (R> 7) [30]. With infinite num-
ber of stages, the unstable node of the residue curves can be
considered as product composition in batch rectifier.

dx

dξ
= x − y∗ (1)

ξ is a transformed, or ‘warped’, dimensionless time that gives
a more simple formulation for the equation of the residue
curves. This transformation is not used in the recent article.
See, e.g.[9] for more details.

Studying the possible rectifying profiles is sufficient in
the case of SBD because there is only one column section in
this case (Fig. 1b); the possible product composition can be
predicted for high reflux ratio and infinite number of stages
with the method of RCM. Differential equation(2) describes
the still path[30]:

d(UxS)

dt
= −DxD (2)

The feasible region can, in some cases, be partitioned to sub-
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If the entrainer is fed to the column, both a rectifying and
an extractive column sections exist (seeFig. 1a). The extrac-
tive section includes the feed stage and all the stages below
the feed-tray; the rectifying section contains the stages above
the feed-tray. Since there are two sections in the column,
and thus the composition profile consists of two parts, the
RCM is not sufficient for studying the feasibility, even at total
reflux.

Derivation of the differential equation(3) for calculating
the extractive and rectifying profiles of BED is published by
Lelkes et al.[19] (for continuous case, see[32]). Their model
also includes a differential equation(4) for predicting the still
path.

dx

dh
= ±V

L
(y − y∗) (3)

d(UxS)

dt
= Fz − DxD (4)

Eqs. (2) and (4) can be derived according to the well-
known Rayleigh equation, because the hold-up on the stages
is neglected. Although assumption of equilibrium stages was
used in its derivation, no equilibrium stages are assumed
when Eq.(3) is applied in the feasibility study. The con-
cept of equilibrium stages is meaningless after jumping to
the limit of infinitesimal increments, and the physical con-
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or producing the set of specified products with a partic
equence of these products. Such subsets are called
illation regions’. This notion is conventionally applied
he literature of batch distillation. This distillation region
ot identical to ‘simple distillation region’ applied in the
rature of equilibrium batch distillation, and connecte
CM. Simple distillation regions are separated by sepa
es of RCM[31]; distillation regions are usually separa
y straight mixing lines connecting the entrainer vertex w
vis-a-vis azeotrope in the triangle. In some cases,

ver, distillation regions are also separated by separatric
CM. The sequences of products obtainable in the dist
re different on the two sides.

The still compositionxS is shifted in a direction assign
y a straight line through the initial still compositionxS,0, and

he distillate compositionxD, and moves away from the lat
ne, according to Eq.(2). That is,xS is always on the straig

ine throughxS,0 andxD if xD andD are constant. Constan
D andD are assumed in each production step during
easibility study, in order to simplify the problem.

Use of RCM is not sufficient for studying BED if th
ntrainer is fed to the column, and not directly to the s
ecause the column has two sections in that case. More
CMs do not always give reliable results even for SBD w
nite reflux. In some cases, e.g. at separation of maxim
oiling azeotrope with intermediate boiling entrainer (

4]), the rectifying profiles with finite reflux ratio are sign
cantly different from the residue curves; thus, the distil
omposition with finite reflux ratio differs from the predict
ne with total reflux.
-
ept of Eq. (3) is more similar to the differential equ
ions applied in the component transfer and driving fo
odels.
The differential equations(3) and(4) are solved as initia

alue problems during the feasibility study. Calculation
he rectifying profile is started from the specified distill
omposition; extractive profile calculations are started f
ssumed still compositions. The sign in Eq.(3) depends o

he direction of the calculation; it is (−) for the rectifying a
+) for the extractive profiles. The still path is determined
ntegrating Eq.(4).

This model has a great benefit that it can be used
otal reflux as well as for finite reflux ratio. The form
as of the operating lines implicitly include the reflux ra

= (V−D)/D. Eq.(5) describes the operating line in the r
ifying section, and Eq.(6) in the extractive section, assum
oiling point feed state.

= (V − D)x + DxD

V
(5)

= (V − D + F )x − Fz + DxD

V
(6)

Eq.(7) is an integrated form of Eq.(4) with constantF,D,
andxD. If the final still composition is known, the operati

ime can be determined with Eq.(7); Eq. (8) provides with
he recovery ratio of component A.

S,final = U0xS,0 − DxDt + Fzt

U0 − Dt + Ft
(7)



ηA = 1 − (U0 − Dt + Ft)xS,final,A

U0xS,0,A
(8)

4. Summary of BED and SBD schemes in rectifier

In this part, the separation schemes are concluded for
the different cases (mixture classes). Six cases have earlier
been studied and published, two cases have not been yet (see
Table 1). Separation of minimum boiling azeotropes with
heavy, intermediate boiling, and light entrainer, separation
of maximum boiling azeotropes with heavy and intermediate
boiling entrainer, and even separation of low relative volatil-
ity mixtures with heavy entrainer have earlier been studied.
Separation of maximum boiling azeotropes and low relative
volatility mixtures with light entrainer has not been studied
before. Studying these two missing cases makes possible a
complete and thorough comparison of the separation variants
applying BED. Application of a light entrainer for separat-
ing a given mixture can be advantageous either if one of
the components is heat-sensitive, and thus the application of
a heavy entrainer is not recommended, or if the mixture to
be separated already contains a light component that can be
applied as entrainer. A thorough comparison provides with
facilities to find those properties of the mixture which mainly
determine the separation steps and the existence of the most
i ible
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4.1. Separation of minimum boiling azeotrope with
heavy entrainer (case II)

Separation of minimum boiling azeotrope with heavy
entrainer was studied by several authors[14,15,19,24]. Appli-
cation of BED in rectifier was suggested by Lang et al.[14],
with the operation steps shown in ‘column A’ ofTable 2.
There is no product withdrawal in the heat-up and run-
up steps. The column and the reflux drum are filled up
in the heat-up step, without entrainer feeding. The run-up
step serves for the evolution of an appropriate extractive
profile in the column; thus, continuous entrainer feeding
starts in this step. Continuous entrainer feeding and product
withdrawal are applied simultaneously in the first produc-
tion step, and almost pure product can be produced until
the still composition reaches a boundary of the separation.
One of the unstable separatrices of the extractive profiles
serves as separation boundary inFig. 2. The movement of
the still composition is determined by the distillate flow rate,
its composition, the entrainer flow rate, and its composi-
tion together (see Eq.(4)). The product withdrawal pushes
the still composition away from the distillate composition;
the entrainer feeding pulls the still composition toward the
entrainer composition (to vertex E in our case). The actual
direction of the still path is a vectorial sum of these two
effects.
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mportant limiting parameters. Knowledge of the poss
peration schemes and the limiting parameters hopefully
ake the design of the separation process more reliable,
asier, and faster.

To simplify the task, the charge composition is
zeotrope for azeotrope forming mixtures, and equim
omposition for low relative volatility mixtures in the fo
owing examples, when feasibility is in question. Study
he feasibility of separation with azeotropic charge com
ition is sufficient because it can be approached in all
ases with conventional distillation.

able 2
peration steps for BED separating azeotropic mixtures

teps A B C

Heavy entrainer Int

Minimuma Maximuma Min

remix
eat-up R=∞, F= 0 R=∞, F= 0 R=
un-up R=∞, F> 0 R=∞, F> 0 R=
st cut R<∞, F> 0, A R<∞, F> 0, A R<
nd cut R<∞, F= 0, B R<∞, F= 0, B R<
rd cut Residue: E Residue: E
eload
th cut
th cut

ain contaminant in A B B E
ubble point ranking AB, A, B, E A, B, AB, E A
a Azeotrope.
The profiles map applied for studying the separa
hown inFig. 2a, contains a rectifying profile started fr
he specified distillate composition,xD = (0.95; 0.025; 0.035
xtractive profiles with the given operating parameters,
= 4 andF/V= 0.6, should also be considered because
re two sections in the column.

If the number of extractive stages is in an appropr
ange, almost constant composition product can be
rawn until the still composition reaches one of the unst
eparatrices of the extractive profiles. Lelkes et al.[19] per-
ormed simulations with 6 rectifying and 12 extractive sta

D E F

ate entrainer Light entrainer

Maximuma Minimuma Maximuma

Necessary Necessary Necessary
0 R=∞, F= 0 R=∞, F= 0 R=∞, F= 0
0
0, A R<∞, F> 0, AE R<∞, F> 0, EA R<∞, F> 0, EA
0, E R<∞, F= 0, E R<∞, F= 0, E R<∞, F= 0, E
e: B Residue: B Residue: B Residue: B

Load AE Load EA Load EA
R<∞, F= 0, A R<∞, F= 0, E R<∞, F= 0, E
Residue: E Residue: A Residue: A

E E E
, B A, E, B, AB E, AB, A, B E, A, B, AB



Fig. 2. (a) Profiles map to study the feasibility of separating the acetone/MeOH/H2O systemxCh = azeotrope and (b) simulated and experimental results for the
acetone/MeOH/H2O system,xCh = (0.5; 0.5; 0).

on acetone/methanol/water mixture and showed that prac-
tically constant product composition can be produced with
BED for a long time if the charge is equimolar. The authors
published experimental results in another article[21]. The
results of the simulations and that of the experiments are in
good agreement (seeFig. 2b).

4.2. Separation of maximum boiling azeotrope with
heavy entrainer (case V)

Separation of maximum boiling azeotrope with heavy
entrainer was studied by Dussel and Stichlmair[7] and Lang
et al. [17,18]; they established the feasibility of SBD if the
separatrix of the rectifying profiles is highly curved. There
are two distillation regions because two unstable nodes (ver-
tices A and B) exist in the RCM. The boundary is a stable
separatrix that connects vertex E (stable node of the residue
curves) and the azeotropic composition (saddle point of the
residue curves). Nearly pure component A can be withdrawn
from the convex distillation region in this case, after mixing
some entrainer to the mixture (seeFig. 3a).

Lang et al. [17,18] studied the chloroform/acetone/
benzene system, and suggested application of BED in rec-
tifier with similar operation steps to those shown in ‘column
B’ of Table 2. They have found that separation with BED
works with better recovery than that with SBD. The entrainer
has to be fed continuously to the column, not directly to the
still, so that an extractive section exists. A run-up step serves
for the development of an appropriate extractive profile. The
entrainer is still fed during the first production step; thus, the
shift direction of the still composition is determined by the
distillate removal and by the entrainer feeding together (see
Eq.(4)).

The profiles map used for studying the separation, see in
Fig. 3b, contains a rectifying profile started from the specified
distillate composition,xD = (0.98; 0.002; 0.018), and extrac-
tive profiles with the given operating parameters (R= 25,
F/V= 0.2). Almost pure product can be produced until the
still composition reaches one of the unstable separatrices of
the extractive profiles (separation boundary).

Lelkes and co-workers[18] performed simulations with
15 rectifying and 15 extractive stages and showed that the

F Cl/benze r the
a

ig. 3. (a) RCM to study the feasibility of SBD for the acetone/CH3
cetone/CHCl3/benzene system.
ne system and (b) profiles map to study the feasibility of BED fo



average distillate composition does not change significantly
for a high recovery of acetone (component A).

4.3. Separation of minimum boiling azeotrope with
intermediate boiling entrainer (case III)

Separation of minimum boiling azeotrope with interme-
diate boiling entrainer was also studied[6,22]. According to
Bernot et al.[6], separation of this type of mixture is fea-
sible only in stripper if SBD is applied; however, Rev et
al. [22] demonstrated feasible separation in rectifier when
BED is applied. Bernot et al.[6] applied RCMs, but Rev
et al. [22] applied profiles maps for the investigation. The
determined operation steps are shown in ‘column C’ of
Table 2.

The entrainer is continuously fed to the column in this
case, too, in such a way that two (a rectifying and an extrac-
tive) sections exist in the column. Since the existence of the
extractive section is necessary for the separation, a run-up
step appears in the separation process suggested to this sys-
tem, as well.

The profiles map shown inFig. 4a contains a rectify-
ing profile started form the specified distillate composition,
xD = (0.9; 0.05; 0.05), and contains extractive profiles belong-
ing to the given operating parameters (R= 10, F/V= 0.5).

Since there is continuous entrainer feeding, the still path is
governed both by the distillate removal and by the entrainer
feeding in the first production step.

Almost pure product can be produced until the still com-
position reaches the rectifying profile (separation boundary).
The methyl acetate/cyclohexane/CCl4 system was studied by
Rev et al.[22]. The authors performed simulation runs with
15 rectifying and 15 extractive stages, and showed that the
distillate composition does not change for a long time if the
charge is equimolar (Fig. 4b).

4.3.1. Experimental results
The experimental results below, for the present mixture

type, have not yet been published in scientific journal,
but only at a conference[33]. To support the theoretical
results, experiments were performed with the methyl
acetate/cyclohexane/CCl4 system. A glass column of
laboratory scale distillation unit had 5 cm inside diameter,
1.6 m height house-made structured packing above the still,
and 0.8 m height random packing (ceramic Raschig-ring)
in the upper part. The theoretical number of stages was
16 with methyl acetate/cyclohexane mixture. The entrainer
was continuously fed between the two packing zones. The
still was about 1 l, and heated in oil bath. The sample
compositions were determined with gas-chromatograph.

F
s

ig. 4. (a) Profiles map to study the feasibility of BED for the MeOAc/cyclo
ystem; (c) experimental results for the MeOAc/cyclohexane/CCl4 system.
hexane/CCl4 system; (b) simulated results for the MeOAc/cyclohexane/CCl4



In the case of minimum boiling azeotrope with interme-
diate boiling entrainer, the bottleneck of the separation is the
run-up step. If the specified distillate composition cannot be
achieved with infinite reflux ratio, then it is impossible with
finite reflux ratio, as well. Therefore, only the run-up step
was investigated experimentally.

After the column had been heated up, the entrainer feeding
was started, and the liquid composition in the top was sam-
pled. The composition-path was drawn in the composition
triangle (Fig. 4c).

It can be seen inFig. 4c that the composition in the top
of the column starts near the azeotropic composition. This
starting composition was expected because the azeotropic
composition is the unstable node of the residue curves. Due
to entrainer feeding, the top composition moves to the inte-
rior of the composition triangle, and runs on the right side
of the isovolatility curve, toward pure component A. This
movement shows that the azeotropic composition was bro-
ken with the continuous entrainer feeding, i.e. production of
almost pure component A is possible with intermediate boil-
ing entrainer.

4.4. Separation of maximum boiling azeotrope with
intermediate boiling entrainer (case VI)

Separation of maximum boiling azeotrope with interme-
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shown in ‘column D’ ofTable 2. The same idea was used for
BED as for SBD, i.e. a binary mixture is produced in the first
production step. In the case of BED, the entrainer may be fed
to the still, i.e. applying an extractive section is not essential.
Irrespectively to whether an extractive section is applied or
the entrainer is continuously fed to the still, application of
BED is preferable to SBD.

Fig. 5a contains rectifying profiles starting from different
compositions satisfying the specification,xAR = xDA

xDA+xDB
=

0.99. These rectifying profiles cover a feasible region of
the separation with a single rectifying section. Production
of the specified distillate is possible until the still composi-
tion leaves the feasible region. It can leave the region across
the boundary, or across the BE edge. If the still composi-
tion leaves the feasible region across the BE edge, then BE
mixture remains in the still, which gives a sharper separation
(higher recovery) compared to the case of leaving across the
boundary. It can be seen inFig. 5a that the application of BED
is more beneficent than SBD. Less entrainer has to be mixed
to the azeotropic mixture at the beginning of the process to
cross the BE edge with the still path in the case of BED than
in the case of SBD. It is so because the movement of the still
composition is determined by both the product withdrawal
and the entrainer feeding in the case of BED.

Moreover, Lelkes et al.[4] proved with simulations that
half of the still volume was sufficient for BED than for SBD,
i
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iate boiling entrainer was also studied[4,6]. Bernot et al
6] dealt with theoretical mixture only, and suggested
BD process producing pure component A. However, i
een shown for a real system (chloroform/ethyl aceta
hlorobutane) by Lelkes et al.[4] that production of pur
omponent A from the azeotropic composition in rect
s not feasible even with high reflux ratio and large num
f stages (R= 49,N= 100). They suggested an SBD proc
ith a binary product (AE mixture) as a first cut. Separa
f the binary mixtures AE (product) and BE (still cont
fter the first production step) is feasible in subsequent s
ince there is not any azeotrope in them. In addition,
uggested a BED process, as well, with the operation

ig. 5. (a) Profiles map to study the feasibility of BED for the CHCl3/EtO
hlorobutane system.
n a particular case actually computed.

.4.1. Experimental results
The experimental results below, for the present mix

ype, have not yet been published in scientific journal,
nly at a conference[33].

To support the theoretical results, experiments were
ith the chloroform/ethyl acetate/2-chlorobutane system

his separation process, one has to drive the distillate co
ition along, and keep it near, the AE edge. Therefore,
he first production step was investigated experimentall

The applied laboratory set was the same as in the se
ion of minimum boiling azeotrope with intermediate boil

hlorobutane system and (b) experimental results for the CHCl3/EtOAc/2-



entrainer, described in the previous section. The total number
of theoretical stages was 12, instead of the earlier 16, with
this mixture.

Two experiments were performed with the same initial
still composition. The first experiment was done in the spirit
of the SBD process, and the second in that of the BED pro-
cess. During the operation, samples were taken from the still
and from the distillate, as well. Both compositions were ana-
lyzed with gas-chromatograph, and the paths were drawn in
a composition triangle.

It can be seen inFig. 5b that the distillate composition
was kept along the AE edge due to the continuous entrainer
feeding when the BED process was applied. When the whole
amount of solvent was added to the charge at the beginning
of the process (SBD process), a sharp change in the distillate
composition was observed.

4.5. Separation of minimum boiling azeotrope with light
entrainer (case IV)

Lelkes et al.[16] studied the separation of minimum boil-
ing azeotrope with light entrainer. They suggested application
of BED in rectifier with the operation steps shown in ‘column
E’ of Table 2. The first product is a binary mixture in this case,
without any azeotrope, so that the separation of this binary
mixture is feasible in a later step. The entrainer may be fed to
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In the case of BED, on the other hand, the still path is
determined by both the product withdrawal and the entrainer
feeding. This direction is more advantageous than the one
determined by distillate removal only. If there is continuous
entrainer feeding besides the distillate withdrawal, the still
composition can be driven near to the BE edge, which gives
rise to better recovery (seeFig. 6a).

The feasible region can be extended with the use of some
extractive stages. This possibility has not been investigated
in previous papers. The extractive profiles run through the
feasible region of rectifying profiles (Fig. 6b), i.e. the extrac-
tive section has a maximum length (maximum number of
stages). If there are too many stages, the extractive section
ends near vertex E (outside of the feasible region of rectify-
ing profiles), and the specified product cannot be produced.
Several simulation runs were performed to investigate the
effect of the extractive number of stages on recovery ratio
and production time. A few extractive stages increase the
recovery[34].

Separation of minimum boiling azeotrope with light
entrainer is feasible with small reflux ratio (R) only. Oth-
erwise, the rectifying profiles do not intersect the separatrix
of the residue curves.

4.6. Separation of maximum boiling azeotrope with light
entrainer (case VII)
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he specified distillate purity (xDB ≤ 0.001 andxDA ≥ 0.01)
orm a feasible region (seeFig. 6a). This is the feasible regi
or SBD and for BED with entrainer feeding directly to t
till, as well. This region is situated far from the AB ed
nd thus from the azeotropic composition. Therefore, a
mount of entrainer has to be mixed to the charge for se

ion. In the case of SBD, the still composition moves to
irection of the AB edge, and leaves the feasible region

ast; therefore, the recovery of component A is not signific

Fig. 6. (a) Rectifying profiles for the EtOH/H2O/MeOH system a
Separation of maximum boiling azeotrope with li
ntrainer has not been studied before. In this paper,

he main results are presented. The thorough study w
ublished in a separate paper[34].

Separation with light entrainer is not feasible if pure co
onent is to be produced in the first step because the
olatile component, i.e. the pure entrainer, leaves the co
rst. However, the separation is feasible with the opera
teps shown in ‘column F’ ofTable 2. The first product
he AE binary mixture. This binary mixture does not c
ain any azeotrope; thus, its separation is feasible in a
tep.

rectifying and extractive profiles for the EtOH/H2O/MeOH system.



Fig. 7. (a) Rectifying profiles for the H2O/ethylene diamine/MeOH system and (b) rectifying and extractive profiles for the H2O/ethylene diamine/MeOH
system.

Fig. 7a shows the region of rectifying profiles satisfy-
ing the specified distillate purity (xAR = xDA

xDA+xDB
= 0.9 and

xDA ≥ 0.009). The initial still composition can be shifted into
this region with some mixing of the entrainer, so that the
specified product can be produced with SBD. However, the
still composition moves in the direction of the AB edge in
the case of SBD; thus, it leaves the feasible region so fast
that the recovery of component A is negligible. The entrainer
can be fed directly to the still in the case of BED because
the feasible region is large enough even with rectifying pro-
files only. But, since there is continuous entrainer feeding,
the still composition can be directed toward the BE edge.
Recovery of component A is higher with BED than with
SBD.

Enlargement of the feasible region is expected as a result
of applying extractive stages. The length of the extractive
section has a limiting value in the same way as in the case of
minimum boiling azeotrope with light entrainer because the
extractive profiles run through the feasible region of rectify-
ing profiles (Fig. 7b). If the extractive section has too many
stages, the separation becomes infeasible.

There is a separatrix, not shown inFig. 7, of the residue
curves very close to the mixing line between the azeotropic
composition and the entrainer vertex. Because of the exis-
tence of this separatrix, separation of maximum boiling
azeotrope with light entrainer is feasible with small reflux
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with BED gives better recovery than SBD. They suggested
the application of BED in rectifier with the same operation
steps as shown in ‘column A’ ofTable 2.

We have studied separation of the heptane/toluene/phenol
system with our feasibility method, which makes possible
to obtain the boundaries of the separation, estimation of the
recovery ratio and the operation time, and to give good initial
values to perform reliable simulations.

Fig. 8a contains a rectifying profile started from the spec-
ified distillate compositionxD = (0.94; 0.04; 0.02), and con-
tains the corresponding extractive profiles (R= 5, F/V= 1).
The extractive profiles have a stable node near the AE edge;
the rectifying profiles started from the vicinity of pure A
also run near the AE edge; thus, a wide bundle of extrac-
tive profiles intersect the actual rectifying profile. Therefore,
application of an extractive section may be advantageous in
this separation task. Nearly pure product can be produced
until the still composition reaches one of the unstable separa-
trices of the extractive profiles. This is the same phenomenon
that was found at separation of minimum and maximum boil-
ing azeotropes with heavy entrainer.

Rigorous simulation runs were performed for the
heptane/toluene/phenol system withNextr = 10, Nrect= 5,
Qreb= 3 kW, U0 = 24 mol = 3 l, xch = (0.5; 0.5; 0).Fig. 8a
shows the predicted rectifying and extractive profiles
together. The unstable separatrices of the extractive profiles
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atio (R) only. Otherwise, the rectifying profiles do not in
ect the separatrix[34].

.7. Separation of low relative volatility mixture with
eavy entrainer (case I)

Lang et al.[14] studied separation of low relative volatil
ixtures with heavy entrainer. Simulation runs were

ormed for the heptane/toluene/phenol system to prov
easibility of the separation, but they did not apply or deve
feasibility method.
Since there is not any azeotrope in the system, the se

ion is feasible with SBD, but it was found that the separa
orm a boundary of the BED process. The simulated still
s shown inFig. 8a.Fig. 8b shows a history of the accumu
or composition. A vertical dashed line marks the time w
he composition in the accumulator reaches (from above
pecified distillate purity (xD,A ≥ 0.94). The specified disti
ate can be withdrawn while the still composition remain
he predicted feasible region.

.8. Separation of low relative volatility mixture with
ight entrainer (case VIII)

Separation of close boiling mixture with light entrainer
ot been studied before. In this paper, only the main re



Fig. 8. (a) Profiles map to study the feasibility of BED for the heptane/toluene/phenol system and (b) simulated results with the heptane/toluene/phenol system.

are presented. The thorough study will be published in a later
paper[34].

Separation with light entrainer is not beneficent if pure
component is to be produced in the first step because the
most volatile component, i.e. pure entrainer, leaves the col-
umn first, and the low relative volatility mixture remains in
the still for the next production step. The separation is feasi-
ble with the operation steps shown in ‘column E’ ofTable 2.
The first product is the AE binary mixture.

According to the idea of producing binary product,
those rectifying profiles form a feasible region which sat-
isfy the specified distillate purity (xAR = xDA

xDA+xDB
= 0.9 and

xDA ≥ 0.009) (seeFig. 9a). This feasible region is appropriate
for separating the equimolar mixture with SBD because the
initial still composition can be moved into this region with
premixing entrainer. However, in the case of SBD, the still
composition moves toward AB edge, and leaves the feasible
region very soon. Therefore, recovery of component A is neg-
ligible. In the case of BED, the entrainer can be fed directly
into the still because the feasible region is large enough even
with rectifying profiles only. Because of continuous entrainer
feeding, the final still composition will be nearer the BE edge.

One would expect that application of extractive stages
enlarge the feasible region in this system, too, and the length
of the extractive section has a limit because the extractive
profiles run through the feasible region of rectifying profiles
(Fig. 9b). It has been found by simulation for the ethylben-
zene/chlorobenzene/methyl cyclohexane system, however,
that the extractive section is longer than needed even if a
single extractive stage is applied.

5. Comparison of the separation schemes

5.1. Operation steps of BED

The operation schemes have been summarised in the pre-
vious section. It can be established that application of BED is
beneficent in each case. If the entrainer is fed to the column,
then extractive section exists besides the rectifying one, and
an extractive profile is formed that connects the still composi-
tion to the rectifying profile. If the feed is fed to the still, then
the continuous entrainer feeding provides merely an appro-
priate still-path direction, to achieve higher recovery.

F ethyl c eth
z

ig. 9. (a) Rectifying profiles for the ethylbenzene/chlorobenzene/m
ene/chlorobenzene/methyl cyclohexane system.
yclohexane system and (b) rectifying and extractive profiles for theylben-



Separation of an azeotropic mixture is feasible with either
heavy, or intermediate boiling, or light entrainer. A low rela-
tive volatility mixture can be separated with a light entrainer
or with a heavy entrainer, as well. If the applied entrainer is the
heaviest component, or it is the intermediate boiling compo-
nent separating minimum boiling azeotrope, then component
A can be produced in pure form in the first production step. If
the entrainer is the lightest component, or it is the intermediate
boiling component separating maximum boiling azeotrope,
then component A can be separated from component B only
in a form of binary mixture with the entrainer. This phe-
nomenon is in good accordance with the results of Laroche
et al.[3]. They concluded that separation of minimum boil-
ing azeotrope by continuous extractive distillation is feasible
with a two-column arrangement. The separation is feasible
with a direct split in the first column (producing distillate
A) if the applied entrainer is the heaviest component. If the
entrainer is the lightest component, the separation is feasible
with an indirect split producing AE mixture as distillate in the
first column. If the applied entrainer is the intermediate boil-
ing component, the separation is feasible either with a direct
split or with an indirect split. Batch distillation can be con-
sidered as the time analogue of the continuous multicolumn
arrangement, as is also pointed out by Cheong and Barton
[10].
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If the azeotropic composition is more volatile than the
applied entrainer, then a so-called run-up step is needed after
the heat-up step. In the run-up step, component A is purified in
the top of the column. The most important effect of the run-up
step is evolution of the appropriate extractive profile in the
column. In these cases, the components can be withdrawn
in the order of decreasing volatility, and the least volatile
component remains in the still in pure form.

If the azeotropic composition is less volatile than the
applied entrainer, then run-up step is not needed because the
existence of an extractive profile is not a precondition to the
feasible separation. But in these cases, premix of the entrainer
is necessary before the heat-up step. The components are not
recovered in the order of decreasing volatility because reload
of the still with the product of the first cut (AE mixture) is
necessary and, thus, the first pure product is the intermediate
boiling component in these processes.

Comparing the results collected inTable 2to the classifi-
cation of mixtures according to Serafimov[27,28]as marked
in Table 1, it turns out that Serafimov’s classes cannot be uti-
lized for predicting feasibility and the separation scheme. All
the four groups (S: 0.0-1, S: 1.0-1a, S: 1.0-1b, and S: 1.0-2)
of our studied mixtures occur in both significantly different
triple columns ofTable 2. This is also shown by different
shadings inTable 3.
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r binary mixture) depends on the relative position of c
onent E and the azeotropic composition in the bubble
anking. If the boiling point of the entrainer is higher th
hat of the azeotrope, then production of pure A is feas
n the first production step. If the entrainer has a lower b
ng point than the azeotrope, then only binary mixture
e withdrawn in the first production step. To ease the u

his rule, the bubble point ranking is also presented in
olumn ofTable 2.

According to this property, the separation tasks ca
lassified into two groups on the ground of the opera
teps shown inTable 2. The operation steps for sepa
ng low relative volatility mixture with heavy entrainer, n
hown inTable 2, coincide with those cases at which
ntrainer has lower boiling point than the azeotrope.
peration steps for separating low relative volatility mixt
ith light entrainer coincide with those cases at which
ntrainer has higher boiling point than the azeotrope. T

he operation steps for the separation of low relative vo
ty mixtures can be discussed together with those show
able 2.

able 3
erafimov’s classes against separation schemes shown by shading
.2. Residue curves maps versus profiles maps

According to the results summarised in Section4, the oper
tion steps of the feasible separation processes with
eflux ratio can be determined using profiles maps, bu
f RCMs seems satisfactory in some cases only. Cons

ng feasibility with infinite reflux ratio and infinite number
tages is not sufficient to decide whether separation with
alues is feasible or not. Therefore, in addition to RC
rofiles maps must also be calculated. Some figures co

ng all the azeotrope separation problems are collecte
igs. 10–13with different conditions (R,N, SBD/BED).

Maps calculated with total reflux are collected
igs. 10 and 11. Feasibility studies presented in the liter
sually stop at this point. However, it is worth calculat
ome maps with finite reflux ratio, as well. These maps,
ulated with finite reflux ratio, are collected inFigs. 12 and 13
t will turn out that, depending on the mixture type, the f
ibility can change with switching between infinite and fin
eflux ratio. Some separation processes seeming feasibl
otal reflux will prove infeasible at finite reflux ratio. Ev



Fig. 10. RCMs (rectifying profiles withR=∞) for studying feasibility of SBD, or that of BED with feeding to the still.

more important are the cases at which the separation process
seems infeasible on the base of total reflux, but feasibility
is recognized when the process is studied with finite reflux
ratio.

5.2.1. Analysis of the RCMs with R=∞ (D = 0): SBD
process and BED process with entrainer feeding into the
still

Fig. 10 shows the RCMs for the studied systems. The
residue curves can be considered as rectifying profiles at total
reflux (R=∞, D= 0), and can be applied for studying the
feasibility of SBD, or the feasibility of BED with feeding the
entrainer to the still, both at total reflux and with infinite or
finite number of stages. Concluding feasibility or infeasibil-
ity of the process is based on supposing very slow product
removal, i.e. almost infinite reflux ratio, and assuming the
same rectifying profiles map as obtained with total reflux.

The top composition is pure entrainer in case of applying
light entrainer and infinite number of stages, irrespectively
to whether minimum or maximum boiling azeotrope ought
to be separated, and whether SBD process or BED process
(with feeding to the still) is applied. The top composition
is near the entrainer vertex even if finite number of stages is
applied. After mixing some entrainer to the azeotropic charge,

the product is pure or almost pure entrainer, and the still
composition moves back toward the azeotropic composition.
Thus, these processes seem infeasible.

The specified rectifying profiles are drawn by bold in the
maps of minimum boiling azeotrope with intermediate boil-
ing and with heavy entrainer. In both cases, application of
finite number of stages would be necessary to produce the
needed purity of the light product because azeotropic mixture
is the top composition if infinite number of stages are avail-
able. Unfortunately, an unacceptable amount of entrainer
ought to be mixed (in case of SBD) or premixed (in case
of BED with feeding to the still) to the charge in order to
obtain a still composition that would lie in the specified rec-
tifying profile. If a smaller amount of entrainer is mixed to
the charge, then the specified purity cannot be reached. Thus,
these processes also seem infeasible.

Separation of maximum boiling azeotrope with intermedi-
ate boiling entrainer, and the same with heavy entrainer if the
separatrix has a strong curvature, seem feasible according to
the maps. The light component (i.e. A) is the top composition
even if only a small amount of entrainer is mixed or premixed
to the charge. In the case of intermediate boiling entrainer,
removal of product A pushes the still composition toward the
BE edge, and great recovery is expected. If the curvature of



Fig. 11. Extractive profiles withR=∞, used in studying feasibility of BED with feeding to the column.

the separatrix is great enough in the case of applying heavy
entrainer, the still composition can be pulled so near to the
entrainer vertex that the still path can well approach the BE
edge, and great enough recovery is expected for the price of a
greater entrainer premix. Note, however, that infinite number
of stages seems to be an essential requirement for produc-
ing almost pure product in the case of intermediate boiling
entrainer, because the length of the rectifying profile changes
as the still composition is shifted toward the BE edge.

5.2.2. Analysis of the profiles maps with R=∞ (D = 0):
BED process with entrainer feeding into the column

The profiles maps shown inFig. 11can be used to study
BED processes with feeding to the column, i.e. with extrac-
tive section. These maps are computed at total reflux (R=∞,
D= 0), and can be considered as (rough) approximations to
the maps with finite (but high) reflux ratio.

Only the extractive profiles are shown in the upper two
maps, i.e. in the cases of applying light entrainer. The cor-
responding rectifying profiles are shown inFig. 10. The top
product in these cases is always the entrainer, or a composi-
tion near the entrainer, even if extractive section is applied.
Although rectifying profiles running near the AE edge exist,

and one would expect producing binary AE product with a
short enough rectifying section, these profiles can be reached
by extractive profiles from a very narrow composition region
only. Thus, the still composition cannot be shifted toward the
BE edge, and the process is infeasible.

The extractive profiles maps are shown together with the
specified rectifying profiles in all the other maps ofFig. 11.
Almost pure product A can be produced in all these cases
because the rectifying profile can be reached by extractive
profiles from the majority of the compositions.

According to these maps, separation of minimum boiling
azeotropes with heavy or intermediate boiling entrainer is
predicted feasible with BED, whereas it was predicted infea-
sible with SBD. The rectifying profiles have a maximum
length, i.e. the rectifying section can be characterized with
a maximum number of stages; otherwise, the top product is
the azeotrope.

The profiles maps regarding to the BED of maximum boil-
ing azeotropes with heavy or intermediate boiling entrainer
result in predicting feasibility, the same as with SBD. The
specified rectifying profile can be reached by extractive pro-
files from the majority of the compositions. According to the
map shown for the intermediate boiling entrainer, the still



Fig. 12. Rectifying profiles withR<∞ and feasibility regions for SBD, and for BED with feeding to the still.

path cannot be shifted near enough to the BE edge. However,
different rectifying profiles may be applied during the sep-
aration, and a binary product with increasing amount of E
(here: 2-chlorobutane) can be produced, and separated in a
subsequent step.

5.2.3. Analysis of profiles maps with R<∞ (D > 0):
SBD process and BED process with entrainer feeding
into the still

Fig. 12 collects the rectifying profiles maps with finite
reflux ratio. These maps can be used for studying feasibility
of SBD, or the feasibility of BED with feeding the entrainer to
the still, at finite reflux ratio and with infinite or finite number
of stages. This is a counterpart ofFig. 10, which shows the
same cases with total reflux.

The rectifying profiles with appropriate finite reflux ratio
cover a wide enough region in the interior of the composi-
tion triangle in the case of applying light entrainer to either
minimum or maximum boiling azeotrope, and they cross the
straight line section of mixing balance between the azeotrope
and the entrainer. Thus, binary AE product, separable in a

subsequent step, can be produced with SBD, until the still
composition leaves the feasible region. In case of SBD,xD and
xS are situated in the composition triangle in such a relative
position that the still composition cannot be shifted toward
the BE edge; it is shifted toward the AB edge; thus, reasonable
recovery cannot be achieved. However, the specified purity
can be maintained for a while, and the process is predicted to
be feasible, contrary to what was predicted by using RCMs
only.

If, on the other hand, entrainer is continuously fed to the
still, then the still composition can be, with appropriately
designed feed ratio, directed toward the BE edge, and the
process becomes feasible with reasonable recovery.

The requirement of mixing unacceptable amount of
entrainer to the charge, the conclusion on the base of RCMs
in the cases of separating minimum boiling azeotropes with
either heavy or intermediate boiling entrainer, is dropped
according to the profiles maps. However, the region covered
by the rectifying profiles, at an appropriate finite reflux ratio,
that cross the mixing line and provides with pure enough dis-
tillate, is so narrow that the still path cannot move. Thus, these



Fig. 13. Profiles maps withR<∞, used in studying feasibility of BED with feeding to the column.

processes are predicted to be infeasible, just as predicted on
the base of RCMs.

The feasibility of producing binary product with interme-
diate boiling entrainer, or almost pure product with heavy
entrainer, from a maximum boiling azeotropic mixture with
SBD process is maintained even by studying rectifying pro-
files maps with finite reflux, but the situation is not so promis-
ing as it would seem based on studying RCMs only. Almost
perfect recovery was predicted by RCMs, whereas the still
composition leaves the feasible region very soon in the cases
of finite reflux, and the process is feasible with a low recovery
ratio only.

5.2.4. Analysis of profiles maps with R<∞ (D > 0):
BED process with entrainer feeding into the column

The extractive profiles maps with finite reflux ratio,
together with the specified rectifying profiles, are collected

in Fig. 13. These maps can be used for studying feasibil-
ity of BED with feeding the entrainer to the column, i.e.
with extractive section, at finite reflux ratio and with infinite
or finite number of stages. This is a counterpart ofFig. 11,
which shows the same cases with total reflux. Several recti-
fying profiles are shown in those cases where binary product
is produced in the first step, instead of an almost pure one.

The most striking result of switching to finite from infi-
nite reflux ratio is the predicted feasibility of BED processes
with light entrainer, contrary to what was predicted with total
reflux. Minimum boiling azeotropes can be separated, and
the still path can be directed toward the upper part of the BE
edge. Separation of maximum boiling azeotropes with light
entrainer is not so easy, but is predicted feasible at least with
some appreciable recovery.

The predicted feasibility of separating maximum boiling
azeotrope with intermediate boiling entrainer is maintained



even if the reflux ratio is finite. However, the predicted feasi-
ble operation steps are different. While production of almost
pure component A is predicted on the base of total reflux, it
is excluded according to the profiles maps constructed with
finite reflux ratio. Binary AE mixture can be produced in the
first step, instead.

Feasibility of the other three cases where almost pure prod-
uct can be produced, predicted by the maps inFig. 11on the
base of RCMs, is maintained but with some new restrictions
due to applying finite reflux ratio. In all these three cases,
some new boundary in the interior of the composition trian-
gle prevents the still path from reaching the BE edge, and thus
prevents the process from reaching almost total recovery. The
new boundary is the specified rectifying profile itself in the
case of separating minimum boiling azeotrope with interme-
diate boiling entrainer; it is a pair of unstable separatrices in
the cases of applying heavy entrainer.

All the separation tasks are feasible if BED is applied with
finite reflux ratio. The first product is nearly pure component
A if the entrainer has higher bubble point than the azeotrope.
The first product is a binary mixture if the entrainer has lower
bubble point than the azeotrope (see the bubble point ranking
in Fig. 13).

It is clear from the above comparison that application of
profiles maps gives more reliable results for a real separation
task than the use of RCMs. The benefit of the profiles maps
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5.3.1. Minimum values
Reflux ratio and the number of stages in the rectifying

section have, naturally, minimum, as is the case in any kind
of multistage distillation processes.

Existence of some limiting parameter depends on the
relative position of component E and of the azeotrope in
the bubble point ranking. If extractive section is necessary
for the feasible separation (i.e. when the entrainer is less
volatile than the azeotrope), then this section has a mini-
mum length (number of stages). If the separation is feasible
without extractive section, then premixing of the entrainer
is necessary and the premixed entrainer has a minimum
amount.

The shape of the extractive profiles significantly depends
on the ratio of entrainer feed rate to vapor rate (F/V). This
ratio is a characteristic parameter of batch extractive dis-
tillation. The stable node of the extractive profiles moves
from the most volatile composition to the feed composition
(in our cases to the pure solvent) with increasingF/V (see
Fig. 14).

If there is extractive section in the column, then a necessary
condition to feasible separation is that the extractive profiles
and the specified rectifying profile intersect. The separation
is feasible with the given distillate specification if and only if
the stable node of the extractive profiles lies on or beyond the
rectifying profile started from the specified distillate compo-
s
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.3. Limiting parameters

If the task of the engineer is to design a BED proc
he knowledge of feasibility or unfeasibility of the sepa
ion task is not enough; one needs also a set of inform
bout the limiting parameters. It is an advantage of app
rofiles maps that existence of different limiting parame
N, R, F/V) can be predicted with it, and the appropr
ange of some parameters (R,F/V) can even be estimate
n most cases, the expectations are supported with rig
imulation.Table 4contains the different limiting paramete
ogether.

able 4
imiting parameters and boundaries of BED process variants

Heavy entrainer Intermediate e

Minimuma Maximuma Minimuma

min y y y

min,rect y y y

min,extr y y y

premix,min n n n
/Vmin (atR=∞) y y y

max,rect y n y

oundary Separatrix of the extractive
profiles

Specified rectifi
the correspond

otation: n—no, there is not such a limit; y—yes, there is such a limit
a Azeotrope.
ition.
Separation of minimum boiling azeotropes with he

nd intermediate boiling entrainers has a minimumF/V
alue. This is somewhere between 0.05 and 0.1 for
cetone/methanol/water system, and between 0.1 an

or the acetone/chloroform/benzene system. If a maxim
oiling azeotrope is separated with intermediate bo
ntrainer, then the separation is feasible with the co

ion F/V> 0. This behavior is noticed inTable 4with a ‘+’
ign.

The limiting value of theF/V ratio with R<∞ differs
rom that with total reflux (R=∞). Since the reflux rati
odifies the shape of the extractive profiles as well as
f the rectifying ones, the separation should be feasible
ith a smallerF/V ratio if the reflux ratio is finite.

r Light entrainer

Maximuma Minimuma Maximuma

y y y
y y y
n n n
y y y
+ n n
n y y

profile and
ractive profile

Envelope of the rectification profiles (this can be
marginally extended by extractive profiles)

value must be greater than zero.



Fig. 14. Path of the stable node of the extractive profiles, with increasingF/V ratio.

5.3.2. Maximum values
Existence of maximum values to the parameters is inde-

pendent of the existence of the minimum values.
The rectifying section has a maximum length (number of

stages) if the unstable node of the rectifying profiles does not
coincide with vertex A. This happens at separating minimum
boiling azeotropes, or at separation tasks with light entrainer.
The extractive section has a maximum length if the extractive
profiles cross, and go beyond, the feasible region of rectifying
profiles. This happens at separation tasks with light entrainer.
The amount of premixed entrainer has a maximum value, in
a way similar to the length of the extractive section, if the
mixing line crosses, and goes beyond, the feasible region
of rectifying profiles. This happens at separating maximum
boiling azeotrope with light entrainer.

The reflux ratio has a maximum at separation tasks with
light entrainer at separating either minimum or maximum
boiling azeotrope (see also[16]).

5.4. Boundaries

Recovery ratio can be estimated from the shape and the
extension of the feasible region, and from the still path (see
Eq. (8)). Therefore, knowledge about the feasible region
boundaries is important if the recovery ratio plays an impor-
tant role, in addition to the product composition, during the
s

n be
s e

operation steps shown inTable 2. Similar, but not so strict,
rules can also be concluded on the occurrence of feasible
region boundaries, as well.

If the applied entrainer is more volatile than the azeotrope,
the knowledge on the boundary of the feasible rectifying pro-
files is enough for a reliable estimation.

If the applied entrainer is less volatile than the azeotropic
composition, then any of the two types of profiles (the rectify-
ing or the extractive one) can serve as a boundary. As a general
rule, that profile will be the boundary which runs nearer the
edge opposite to the separated component and, at the same
time, can provide with the specified distillate composition. In
the cases of separation with heavy entrainer, the separatrices
of the extractive profiles are the boundaries; in the case of sep-
arating minimum boiling azeotrope with intermediate boiling
entrainer, the rectifying profile is the boundary (Fig. 13).

5.5. Some other aspects in choosing the entrainer

Application of BED is advantageous if the entrainer is
less volatile than the azeotrope because pure product can be
produced in the first step in this case.

However, the processes with more volatile (intermedi-
ate boiling or light) entrainer are also important, and can
be preferable in some cases. For example, if an impurity is
lighter than one of or both the azeotrope-forming compo-
n ainer,
t eign,
c f the
eparation.
The rules on the occurrence of limiting parameters ca

ummarised in strict rules collected inTable 4, and on th
ents and, at the same time, it is an appropriate entr
hen its use can be preferable to introducing a fourth, for
omponent. Use of a light entrainer is also preferable i



azeotrope-forming components are prone to degradation or
to tar-formation at high temperature.

During the design of a batch separation process, the pri-
mary contaminant of the products can be an important aspect.
Because of the batch characteristic, there is always a transient
state between the different cuts during the separation (see,
e.g. the history of the simulation runs for the separation of
minimum boiling azeotrope with heavy (Fig. 2b) or interme-
diate boiling entrainer (Fig. 4b)). In the transient state, the
composition of component A sharply decreases, whereas the
composition of the second most volatile component (com-
ponent B inFig. 2b and the entrainer inFig. 4b) sharply
increases. The second most volatile component acts as impu-
rity. If component B is allowed to contaminate product A,
application of a heavy entrainer is appropriate. If component
B is not allowed to contaminate product A, then applica-
tion of a lighter entrainer is suggested; otherwise, the off-cut
product (product of the transient state) must be recycled to
another charge, which implies decrease in the efficiency of
the separation.

6. Summary

Batch extractive distillation has come to the center of
interest in the last decade; nevertheless, there is not any
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production of pure component A is possible in one step; oth-
erwise, the first cut gives a binary mixture of components A
and E, and this binary product must be separated in a sub-
sequent step. The main limiting parameters (F/V,N,Epremix)
are also determined by the mentioned relative position; only
the existence of maximum number of stages in the rectifying
section is given by the type of the azeotrope.
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Appendix A. Nomenclature

D distillate flow rate
E entrainer
F feed flow rate
h height along the column
L liquid flow rate
Q heat duty
N number of stages
R reflux ratio
U
V
x
y ting

y
z
B
F
R
S

G
ξ

η

S
A
A ent

B
C
D
e
m
m
p
r
S
0

omprehensive article about the BED process. A system
omparison was presented in this article about the sepa
asks of azeotropic and close-boiling mixtures applying B
n rectifier. All the eight possible mixture types with at mo
ingle azeotrope (minimum or maximum boiling azeotro
ith heavy, light, or intermediate boiling entrainer, and c
oiling mixtures with heavy or light entrainer) can be se
ated by applying BED in rectifier.

The main results of the feasibility studies and rigor
imulation runs on the hitherto unpublished cases – app
ight entrainer for separating maximum boiling azeotro
nd close boiling mixtures – were presented. Feasibili
eparating minimum and maximum boiling azeotropes
ntermediate boiling entrainer was experimentally verifie

Use of residue curves maps for predicting feasibilit
ot generally satisfactory, but profiles maps should be

nstead. Use of profiles maps is preferable even if the fea
ty can be predicted on the base of RCM, because applic
f BED with entrainer feeding to the column is usually pre
ble against SBD, and extractive profiles maps should
lso be studied. Studying theR=∞ case can be misleadin
nd should be treated with great care. The separation m

nfeasible even if it is predicted to be feasible on the bas
=∞ curves. Moreover, the separation may be feasible

f it is dropped according to the predicted infeasibility on
ase ofR=∞ curves.

The operation steps of the feasible processes are
ined by the relative position of the azeotropic compos
nd the entrainer in the bubble point ranking. If the entra
as higher boiling point than the azeotropic composition,
still hold-up
vapor flow rate
liquid composition
vapor composition calculated from the opera
line

* equilibrium vapor composition
feed composition

ED batch extractive distillation
R feasible region
CM residue curves map
BD solvent-enhanced batch distillation

reek letters
warped time
recovery of a specified component

ubscripts
component A

R reduced (entrainer-free) mole fraction of compon
A in the distillate
component B

h charge
distillate

xtr extractive
ax maximal, maximum
in minimal, minimum
remix premixed
ect rectifying

still
initial
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